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Figure 2: The two different ways of distinguishing twice the same corner.

Let p be a path. We denote by pi→j the path (pi, . . . ,pj) if 1 ≤ i ≤ j ≤ [p], or the
empty path otherwise. If q is another path satisfying q

−
1 = p

+
[p]

, we set

p • q := (p1, . . . ,p[p],q1, . . . ,q[q])

the concatenation of p and q. Throughout this paper, the notion of metric we use is the
graph metric: if m is a map, the distance dm(v, v′) between two vertices v and v′ is the
smaller ℓ for which there exists a path of length ℓ from v to v′. A geodesic from v to v′ is
such a path. The leftmost geodesic from a corner c to a vertex or to a corner is constructed
as follows. First, we consider all the geodesics from c+ to the vertex or to the vertex
corresponding to the corner. We take the set of all the first steps of these geodesics.
Starting from c, we select the first half-edge to its left that belongs to this set. Then we
iterate the process from this half-edge until we reach the desired vertex. The rightmost
geodesic is defined in a similar way.

For two corners c and c′ and a self-avoiding path p from c+ to c′+ in a map m, we
may slit the map m along p from c to c′ by doubling each edge of p. In the resulting
object, there are two copies of the initial path p, one lying to the left of p and one lying
to its right. These are respectively called the left copy and right copy of p. See Figure 3.

We say that a half-edge h is directed toward a vertex v if dm(h+, v) < dm(h−, v), that it
is directed away from v if dm(h+, v) > dm(h−, v) and that it is parallel to v if dm(h+, v) =
dm(h−, v). In the following figures and pictographs, we will represent half-edges with
half arrowheads and use the shorthand notation _ v in order to mean directed toward v,
and ^ v to mean directed away from v. The leftmost and rightmost geodesics from a
half-edge h directed toward a vertex or a corner to the latter is defined with the above
procedure, starting with the half-edge h.

We end this section by mentioning the following useful elementary facts on bipartite
and quasibipartite plane maps. See the extended version of this paper for a proof.

Proposition 5. The following holds.

(i) In a bipartite map, no edge can be parallel to a vertex. More precisely, for any given face
and any given vertex, exactly half of the half-edges incident to the face are directed toward
the vertex, the other half being directed away from the vertex.


